
David Brett Software Engineer
DavidDBrett@gmail.com codecloak.net

SKILLS:
Primary Languages: C/C++, Javascript
Other Languages: C#, TypeScript, Java, ActionScript 3.0, SQL
Software/Technology: Visual Studio, Jira, Perforce, Git, Webstorm, Cocos Creator, Jenkins, Azure
Pipelines

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
Everi (Formerly Multimedia Games) January 2014 - Present

- Digital | Systems Developer | ‘21 - Present | C++, Java, Typescript
- Upgraded our Spark RGS prize generation to keep up with changes from our land

based counterpart
- Designed and authored backend systems (and documentation) for a

yet-to-be-announced feature that will open new revenue streams and allow continued
growth for Spark RGS

- Maintained build pipelines in Jenkins
- Assisted and mentored RGS slot developers with porting of slots from land based to

digital including the design of slot features not yet found in our Spark RGS client library
- Foundational R&D on unannounced projects

- Digital | Loyalty Developer Lead | ‘20 - ‘21 | Typescript
- Designed and authored a new codebase (and robust documentation) that is the

bedrock of our loyalty games library (over 80 games and counting), which allowed the
porting of old Actionscript games to Cocos Creator and the creation of new titles

- Built and mentored a team of developers and technical artists in the use of this new
codebase and new-to-them game engine

- Created the build pipeline using Azure pipelines
- Digital | Social Casino Developer | ‘17 - ‘20 | C++, ActionScript, Java, SQL

- Built upon and revitalized a legacy code base in Starling/Actionscript (front end) and
Java(back end) to create two social casino apps - Super Jackpot Slots and High Rollin’
Vegas

- Designed and authored several systems including FTUE, daily challenges, player
piggy bank, dynamic sales, and ads-for-rewards

- Designed a brand new slot title and mechanic for a slot game exclusive to SJS and
HRV

- Built a particle editor tool for our art team to create particles using an open source
particle system

- Built back end systems to that allowed SJS and HRV to leverage Everi’s tried and true
slot prize generation

- Ported over fifty games from Everi’s catalog of slot titles to both SJS and HRV while
teaching and assisting other developers

- Maintained administrative tools to improve our community manager’s workflow
- Worked closely with our Analytics team to deliver key metrics analysis
- Coordinated and ran biweekly live update operations
- Created and maintained build pipelines using Jenkins

mailto:daviddbrett@gmail.com
http://codecloak.net


- Land Based | Core Technology Developer | ‘15 - ‘17 | C++, Javascript, Typescript
- Fixed field issues involving rendering, game performance, network communication,

and game recovery
- Managed and improved shared code libraries
- Built and maintained systems to support local and remote development studios
- Acted as a go to resource for developers to assist with their projects, such as

performance optimization of Fruit Ninja Tournevent
- Created tools and demo behaviors to ease in showcasing slot products
- Built the prototype game that would eventually become the Everi Nitro System

- Land Based | Slots Developer | ‘14 - ‘15 | C++, Javascript, Typescript
- Developed several slot titles for both M11 and mForce platforms
- Pioneered reusable game templates and modified development pipelines to improve

workflow
- Integral in the creation of systems such as Jackpot Jump and Graduated Reset

Progressives

EDUCATION:
University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL Aug. 2012 – Dec. 2013
Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy (FIEA)
M.S. in Interactive Entertainment (Programming Track)

University of West Florida, Pensacola, FL Aug. 2009 – July 2012
College of Arts and Sciences
B.S. in Computer Science w/ minor in Game Development and Design


